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Remi Wolf followed up her star-studded remix LP, We Love Dogs, in June with her rapturous new single “Liz.” The 25-year-old Californian’s soulful quiver
bursts into a rich jazz-imbued warble as she ...
10 New Songs Shaping Pop’s Future
Another exciting track from one of Europe’s most promising producers, ‘Hostage’ is destined to become one of the summer’s hottest tracks.
Rising Producer Milwin Drops New Single ‘Hostage’
DJ Kaarma, one of the fast-rising disc jockeys, said he is working towards his dream to become the first Nigerian DJ to win a Grammy award.
Nigeria: Meet DJ Kaarma - the Radio DJ With Real Touch of Gold
Houston's rising rap star Monaleo is making waves in the music industry once again. The rapper recently released her latest song and video "Girls
Outside." Monaleo's latest track samples the popular ...
Houston artist Monaleo gets her groove back in her new 'Girls Outside' music video
UK rising star Sherelle is dodging the trolls and ... having established her DJ career, she’s just released a debut EP of her own productions. Using
delicate instrumentation, vintage vocal ...
DJ-producer Sherelle: ‘I feed off people’s unexplained anger’
POPULAR Disc jockey, DJ Baddo, and comedian Eboh boom were some ... He also said inappropriate messages have been misconstrued for love songs in recent
times. “What inspired my ‘Super Star ...
DJ Baddo, others grace Nellyboi’s EP listening party
The most recent fad to catch on with kids in our big cities and metropolitan areas is rapping,” the Blondie singer explained to the audience on the
network variety show “Solid Gold,” in 1981. After ...
Blondie looks back on iconic music video ‘Rapture’ on its 40th anniversary
Known for his powerful wheels of skills collections; fast rising Disc Jockey ... Describing his love for music, DJ Climber disclosed that the love of
music struck him at an early age of 5 and ...
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Meet fast rising Disc Jockey, DJ Climber
A cocktail of propaganda, conspiracy theory and disinformation — of the kind intoxicating to the masses in the darkest turns of history — is fueling
delusion over the agonies of ...
In Trump’s Jan. 6 recast, attackers become martyrs, heroes
The Los Angeles Lakers held their latest round of workouts for 2021 NBA Draft prospects on Saturday. The Lakers hosted (former) Oklahoma guard Austin
Reaves, Virginia’s Trey Murphy III, Stanford ...
The Lakers worked out 6 (more) 2021 NBA Draft prospects. Here’s what to know.
Whilst acknowledging the gravity of the moment, Carlisle DJ, Marc Allen ... The number of cases are still rising, and I think some people are scared of
that. "I think it's going to be a long ...
Nightclubs reopening in Carlisle is something the city "needs", says DJ Marc Allen
In May, BBC dance music host Pete Tong added Love Tonight to his “essential new tunes for 2021” list, despite being released in 2017. The track is also
rising ... a DJ played it at a ...
Four-year-old song, Love Tonight, becomes unexpected hit for Hutt Valley musician
Rising fourth-year student Tiara Banton, a psychology major from Loganville, said she took summer courses on film and theories of personality to
maintain the typical four-year timeline for most ...
KSU students take advantage of summer classes
Ghanaian-Nigerian vocalist AANU's rising talent took a strong leap forward with her last singles, ‘Broken By Love’ and ‘Real ... Radio 1 support from DJ
Ace who is now a fan of AANU ...
Heartbreak can be the most painful but beautiful thing at the same time - Singer AANU
Now DaJuan’s son, DaJuan Jr., aka DJ, is a rising star and may be the top player ... Then his dad might love Calipari but also Memphis. Who knows? This
one is going to be very, very interesting.
Duke Recruiting: DJ Wagner
“The issue of policing is not about Black and white," Sharpton told a packed auditorium at Beebe High School, where Brittain was a rising senior. “It's
about right and wrong." Many attending ...
Al Sharpton eulogizes white Arkansas teen shot by deputy
Video of DJ Kookum showcase at Womxn Rising Conference 2020 Check out DJ ... And her mother’s love of Buffy Sainte-Marie’s music also rubbed off on her.
“There’s definitely some Buffy ...
TD Vancouver International Jazz Festival: Diverse mix diva DJ Kookum triumphs against all odds
With COVID-19 cases reaching a two-month high in Tokyo, the Olympic Games are expected to be held during a state of emergency in Japan. Delayed by the
pandemic last summer, the Olympics are ...
With cases rising, Tokyo COVID state of emergency likely during Olympics
DJ Kaarma, one of the fast-rising disc jockeys ... funny but heartbreaking yet I thrived to get here doing what I love, now I’m an OAP and DJ for one of
the most listened radio stations in ...

The first thing I hear is music. The first thing I've always heard is music. Meet Marley, an unassuming high school junior who breathes in music like
oxygen. In between caring for his heroin-addicted mother, and keeping his scholarship at a fancy prep school, he dreams of becoming a professional DJ.
When chance lands Marley his first real DJ job, his career as "DJ Ice" suddenly skyrockets. But when heart-rending disaster at home brings Marley
crashing back down to earth, he is torn between obligation and following his dreams.
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Sixteen-year-old Marley Diego-Dylan's career as "DJ Ice" is skyrocketing, but his mother's heroin addiction keeps dragging him back to earth.
The first thing I hear is music. The first thing I've always heard is music. Meet Marley, an unassuming high school junior who breathes in music like
oxygen. In between caring for his heroin-addicted mother, and keeping his scholarship at a fancy prep school, he dreams of becoming a professional DJ.
When chance lands Marley his first real DJ job, his career as "DJ Ice" suddenly skyrockets. But when heart-rending disaster at home brings Marley
crashing back down to earth, he is torn between obligation and following his dreams.
While Nick Gardner's family is falling apart, his best friend, Scooter, is dying from a freak disease. The Scoot's final wish is that Nick and their
quirky classmate, Jaycee Amato, deliver a prized first-edition copy of Of Mice and Men to the Scoot's father. There's just one problem: the Scoot's
father walked out years ago and hasn't been heard from since. So, guided by Steinbeck's life lessons, and with only the vaguest of plans, Nick and
Jaycee set off to find him. Characters you'll want to become friends with and a narrative voice that sparkles with wit make this a truly original comingof-age story.
Ryoko Kiyama, a character from a Japanese comic book, or manga, falls through a rip into the real world--the western world--and tries to survive as the
ultimate outsider at a typical American high school. By the author of The Astonishing Adventures of Fanboy and Goth Girl. Reprint. 15,000 first
printing.
Orphaned as a child, terrorized by her abusive brother, and haunted by memories, Leia feels exposed, powerless, and vulnerable. When her tormented mind
can stand it no longer, she escapes to the zoo, where she finds shelter and seeks refuge. The zoo is a sanctuary: a protective space for families, and a
safe place for the traumatized to forget. But can she ever feel safe? Can she ever forget? Once again, Rune Michaels brings us a harrowing psychological
drama that raises questions about the very nature of humanity. This chilling tale will challenge our preconceptions of family, memory, and self, leaving
readers wondering, are we the pinnacle of evolution—or are we just animals on display?
"When teen drummer, Zach, signed up to spend the summer on tour with a rock band, he didn't realize the stairway to heaven was such a bumpy ride"-Declan loves death metal—particularly from Finland. And video games—violent ones. And internet porn—any kind, really. He goes to school with Neilly
Foster and spends most of his classroom time wondering what it might be like to know her, to talk to her, maybe even to graze against her sweater in the
hallway. Neilly is an accomplished gymnast, naturally beautiful, and a constant presence at all the best parties (to which Declan is never invited).
She's the queen of cool, the princess of poker face, and her rule is uncontested—or it was until today, when she's dumped by her boyfriend, betrayed by
her former BFF Lulu, and then informed she's getting a new brother—of the freaky fellow classmate variety. Declan's dad is marrying Neilly's mom. Soon.
Which means they'll be moving in together.
From London to Corsica to Paris -- as a young woman pursues the truth about her late mother, two captivating love stories unfurl in this captivating
novel from the author of The Guest List. Kate Darling's enigmatic mother -- a once-famous ballerina -- has passed away, leaving Kate bereft. When her
grandmother falls ill and bequeaths to Kate a small portrait of a woman who bears a striking resemblance to Kate's mother, Kate uncovers a mystery that
may upend everything she thought she knew. Kate's journey to find the true identity of the woman in the portrait takes her to some of the world's most
iconic and indulgent locales, revealing a love story that began in the wild 1920s and was disrupted by war and could now spark new love for Kate.
Alternating between Kate's present-day hunt and voices from the past, The Book of Lost and Found casts light on family secrets and love -- both lost and
found.
Wealthy Celestia falls in love with Peter, a hired hand, and by the time of the torrential rains that lead to the disastrous Johnstown flood of 1889,
she has been disowned by her family and is staying with him in Johnstown.
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